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About This Game

Steampunk Action Battle Simulator

is an adrenaline-packed battle simulator game set in a steampunk/medieval mixed world theme.
Experience a battle simulator game like never before!

Play in single player mode against AI or multiplayer mode in versus on a massive scale battle with breathtaking mixed world
visuals!

Play in your style with the diverse selection of units such as: zeppelins, flamethrower, cannons and many more.

Current feature list:

13 types of units

Unique combat system

Single player mode against AI

Multiplayer mode in versus

Massive scale battles

Beautiful mixed world visuals
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Cross platform multiplayer support

Gameplay:
First the player places the available units in tactical positions then a real time battle simulation begins, the goal is to eliminate all

enemies with tactical unit placements.
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Title: Steampunk Action Battle Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Theodor Niklas
Publisher:
Theodor Niklas
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2017
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steampunk action battle simulator

One of my favorite games. Making it working ins't that easy but it's possible, 4\u20ac99 is nothing for this game. I was a bit
nervous to play this game after seeing the negative reviews but i'm happy I did.
I had played Princess Maker 2 first and liked it, but I have to say that I prefer PM3. The artstyle looks amazing and
the menus aren't confusing. The daughter also interacts more than in the previous games, which is nice.
The game is old but that is to be expected and I didn't really mind too much.
Overall, good game and though it does show its age I would still recommend PM3.

PS: Also, i'm looking forward to Princess Maker 5.. It's like that that cookie clicker thing. Great Re-make from a classic game.
The graphics are fitting so well to that game, that the atmosphere from the old game gets revived. The new point-n-klick way to
the gold is pretty awesome too, compared to the "i write everything that he should do" - version. The german translation is lovely
made and isn't just that stereotype translation.
All in all a well done remake.. I wouldn't say this game is garbage, because I could probably find a use for garbage.. A strong
storyline about a girl with a tragic denouement. But stories are very short (I put the game on pause, because distracted) 8/10.
Despite some curse words, the game (at least what I played) is not overly offensive.
It is a stock trading sim that frequently insults you.
The gameplay is not really interesting enough to keep me looking for jokes, and the jokes are not funny or frequent enough to
make me want to suffer through the gameplay.
Is probably 3X too expensive.
Can't recommend at this price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/DXJfUEt_vU4. Played this on internet version for about another 40 hours. I bought it and just remembered
how awesome it is.

If you're a fan of roguelike genre this is for you.. I loved it! The music, style, and simplicity of controls makes this game a fun,
comforting experience. While the game is somewhat short, getting to explore the world and watch it change\/grow as you
discover the different areas was super fun! I believe this was intended to be a short experience, but I would love more areas to
explore eventually if that's possible!

The broken forest that you get to repair was my favorite! :)
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Interesting concept and have a good future if the developer(s) continues the effort.
Alot of room for improvements, could use,
more Legends/ Landmarks, enemy types/fractions, menu options,
most importantly,
Save Game system.

Looking forward to the growth of the game.

A low price for now, hopefully well spent.
But until there is a saving option,
I can't play the game, to see the efforts and time down the drain.

. I don't even know why being white is bad anymore, much less than being a mother♥♥♥♥ing bad♥♥♥♥♥hunter.

Expected lizards and♥♥♥♥♥♥ Not even close.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/2U07ceBigAE

This is a game where you need to use both hands. It should be simple but certainly not for me.

Lovely art style and a simple premise that you can control wood and want to make a sandwich.
The music fits in well and the sounds do their job nicely

You can summon 4 types of wood to help you on your travels and off you go

Certainly recommended if you like the physical dexterity challenge of controlling two characters simultaneously.
. It is an exciting and fascinating story that's waiting for you right here! The whole Heroes Rise trilogy is definitely worth
reading AND playing - yeah, despite of being a text novel this is still a game, and quite a re-playable one.

1. Convincing characters cause empathy. You will love them, you will hate them.
2. You'll face a thrilling plot and experience well executed storytelling.
3. You choices are not just nominal here: you become a real co-author, a co-creator of the narrative fabric.

If your imagination is developed well enough to perceive the text, be sure to pay attention to this creation.

Resume: it is definitely worthy of purchase!. Ony to farm achievements.. stole my money :(. I am a berber so I had to get this
DLC
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